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FLAT OPEN DOOR

Parameters

Characteristic

⊙ Opening way for vertical hinged door can meet following requirements: There
are many opening ways: inswinging casement window, outswinging casement
window, and inside slideway. Main difference is opening way of hardware
configuration.
⊙ H60 vertical hinged door is high-performance door system, and provide
perfect opening functions, which can meet various high standards
⊙ Equipped with high-quality locking mechanism and hardware system with
maximum load bearing of 180 kg/sash. Multi-point locking institution can
strengthen safety performance.
⊙ All connections are equipped with high-quality sealing rubber strips, which
can ensure high sealing standards for whole window structure.
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Various Color Selection
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SLIDING DOOR

Parameters

Characteristic

⊙ Heavy duty push-pull structure and opening way can meet following
requirements: Two opening functions: push-pull, and promotion ways. Main
difference is opening of hardware configuration;
⊙ The structure can be matched with steel screen door, and meets various
demands for insect prevention and prevention of burglary;
⊙ HF195 sliding door is high-performance door system, and provide perfect
opening functions, which can meet various high standards;
⊙ Equipped with high-quality locking mechanism and hardware system with
maximum load bearing of 400 kg/sash. Multi-point locking institution can
strengthen safety performance.
⊙ Opening position is sealed, and all connections are equipped with high-quality
sealing rubber strips, which can ensure extreme sealing standards of the window.
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Various Color Selection
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INTERNAL FLAT WINDOW

Parameters

Various Color Selection
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SLIDING WINDOW

Parameters

Characteristic

⊙ Outer frame width positioning 119mm, wall thickness 1.5mm;
⊙ The unique sealing structure of the rubber strip can improve the sealing
performance of the whole window while meeting the advantage of not
occupying the indoor space, and can reach the standard of the side-opening
system;
⊙ Equipped with flat-open gold steel mesh, anti-mosquito and rat ant,
enhanced protection function, can be opened inside and outside, wide
selectivity, safe operation without hidden dangers;
⊙ The glass opening is 39mm, can be equipped with built-in one hundred
pages, three glass, etc., to improve the thermal insulation performance, the
inner fan is connected by a movable corner code, and the operation is simple
and convenient.
⊙ The hardware accessories use the Shenzhen Haobo brand, which is safe,
reliable and durable, and has excellent effect.
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Various Color Selection
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HARROW EDGE
BI-FOLDING WINDOW

Characteristic
⊙ Opening way for outswinging casement window
can meet following requirements:
Two opening functions: outswinging casement
window and outside hopper window. The difference
is two configurations: flat-opening hinge and underslung hinge.
⊙ Maximum load bearing for outswinging casement
window is 120kg/sash, and maximum load bearing
for bottom window is 150kg/sash.
⊙ Equipped with special out-opening conversion
section and hidden internal drainage structure, which
can meet safety requirements of built-in glass. The
structure is level sash and window. For fixed part,
large arc is used, which can perfectly show beauty of
structure.
⊙ Connecting method of the structure has national
patents, which can reasonably solve sealing defects
in the connection and better improve structure
performance.
⊙ All connections are equipped with high-quality
sealing rubber strips, which can ensure high sealing
standards for whole window structure.
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FOLDING WINDOWS
UP AND DOWN

Characteristic
⊙ Outer frame width is positioned at 184mm, using
20mm PA6 high-strength nylon insulation strip
⊙ the visible surface of fan material is 28m, using
45 degree connection, the hidden way of fan pushes
minimalism to the extreme, greatly improves the visible
area, beautiful and generous appearance, which is well
received by customers;
⊙ Sliding has two forms of flat rail and high rail.
Rail sliding can effectively prevent outdoor water
from flowing inward, and meet the waterproofing
requirements of coastal and rainy areas.
⊙ The stainless steel track is used for sliding down, the
fixed wheel theory is used for sliding up, and the double
wheel structure is used for the fan material. The whole
door is smooth in pushing and pulling, anti-swing and
strong in bearing gravity. It can be used to make largearea panoramic glass sliding doors.
⊙ Hardware fittings adopt Kesenberg brand, safe,
reliable and durable, excellent use effect.
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WINDOW SHUTTERS

Characteristic
⊙ Opening area of the sash is large, and interior space is
not occupied.
⊙ All connections are equipped with high-quality sealing
rubber strips, which can ensure high sealing standards
for whole window structure.
⊙ Connecting method of the structure has national
patents, which can reasonably solve sealing defects
in the connection and better improve structure
performance.
⊙ All connections are equipped with high-quality sealing
rubber strips, which can ensure high sealing standards
for whole window structure.
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DOOR AND WINDOW
INTEGRATION

Characteristic
⊙ Equipped with high-quality locking mechanism and
hardware system with maximum load bearing of 180
kg/sash. Multi-point locking institution can strengthen
safety performance.
⊙ All connections are equipped with high-quality sealing
rubber strips, which can ensure high sealing standards
for whole window structure.
⊙ Opening way can meet following requirements:
Inswinging casement window, inward tilt-turn window,
inward tilt tilt-turn vertical, and tilt-turn
⊙ Opening way for vertical hinged door can meet
following requirements: There are many opening ways:
inswinging casement window, outswinging casement
window, and inside slideway. Main difference is opening
way of hardware configuration.
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HARDWARE ASSEMBLY

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Characteristic

Unique opening way, new frame and sash with same level, and tilt-turn vertical
window
Opening way can meet following requirements: Inswinging casement window,
inward tilt-turn window, inward tilt tilt-turn vertical, and tilt-turn
Open the window when the single sideway is moved. The frame and sash are level
and flat when the window is closed. Sealing is better than casement structure of
conventional system.
Opening area of the sash is large, and interior space is not occupied.
Built-in hidden hardware with simple and attractive structure.
Internal fitting, operation, and no safety hazard
Structural performance conforms to maximum international test standards and
meets demands for high-standard buildings.
Hidden door structure is close to appearance of curtain for exposed frame.
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RAL CLASSIC COLOURPage
CHART

RAL Classic Colour Chart

The colours depicted on the following chart are for guidance only. The displayed colour will depend on your printer, monitor and browser and pearl or metallic colours cannot
be shown adequately. The finished colour, therefore, may not be as shown here.

Colour-chart courtesy of

RAL 1000
Green beige

RAL 1001
Beige

RAL 1002
Sand yellow

RAL 1003
Signal yellow

RAL 1004
Golden yellow

RAL 1005
Honey yellow

RAL 1006
Maize yellow

RAL 1007
Daffodil yellow

RAL 1011
Brown beige

RAL 1012
Lemon yellow

RAL 1013
Oyster white

RAL 1014
Ivory

RAL 1015
Light ivory

RAL 1016
Sulphur yellow

RAL 1017
Saffron yellow

RAL 1018
Zinc yellow

RAL 1019
Grey beige

RAL 1020
Olive yellow

RAL 1021
Rape yellow

RAL 1023
Traffic yellow

RAL 1024
Ochre yellow

RAL 1026
Luminous yellow

RAL 1027
Curry

RAL 1028
Melon yellow

RAL 1032
Broom yellow

RAL 1033
Dahlia yellow

RAL 1034
Pastel yellow

RAL 1035
Pearl beige

RAL 1036
Pearl gold

RAL 1037
Sun yellow

RAL 2000
Yellow orange

RAL 2001
Red orange

RAL 2002
Vermilion

RAL 2003
Pastel orange

RAL 2004
Pure orange

RAL 2005
Luminous orange

RAL 2007
Luminous b't orange

RAL 2008
Bright red orange

RAL 2009
Traffic orange

RAL 2010
Signal orange

RAL 2011
Deep orange

RAL 2012
Salmon orange

RAL 2013
Pearl orange

RAL 3000
Flame red

RAL 3001
Signal red

RAL 3002
Carmine red

RAL 3003
Ruby red

RAL 3004
Purple red

RAL 3005
Wine red

RAL 3007
Black red

RAL 3009
Oxide red

RAL 3011
Brown red

RAL 3012
Beige red

RAL 3013
Tomato red

RAL 3014
Antique pink

RAL 3015
Light pink

RAL 3016
Coral red

RAL 3017
Rose

RAL 3018
Strawberry red

RAL 3020
Traffic red
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DOOR GLASS & COLOR
Tempered glass：
A glass with tempered glass, higher
strength, more secure.it is more
resistant to rapid temperature
changes, enhance the thermal
shock performance than the
ordinary glass.

Acrylic :
Tr a n s p a r e n t a c r y l i c
sheet can be compared
with glass transparent
lightness, but the density
is only one third of glass.
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